Can EMF Fields cause biological effects
Back in the late 1980’s after numerous complaints from soldiers operating radar devices about
different health effects the Army wanted to test whether the source of these effects might be the
EMF elds surrounding the radar system
Research originated by the U.S. Army, Walter Reed Army Institute in 1986, initially performed by
the Catholic University of America (CUA) in Washington D.C., and replicated by six other
Universities in three different continents from 1993 to 2002
The research was initially funded by the U.S. Army with a $3.9million grant and performed by an
interdisciplinary team of 15 physicists, biochemists, biologists and engineers facilitated at the
Vitreous State Laboratory of the CUA
After six years of comprehensive studies the CUA published at August 15th 1991 a scienti c
paper, titled:”Effect of Coherence time of the applied magnetic eld on ODC activity”, in the
scienti c journal: “Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communication”
In this paper CUA introduced the preliminary result that an exposure of mouse cells (L929
murine) to a regular 60Hz electromagnetic eld doubled the activity in the cells of the critical
enzyme, Ornithine Decarboxylase (ODC), which is involved in DNA and cell reproduction, i.e.
the 60 Hz EMF eld was shown to cause biological effects.
The 60 Hz EMF eld used in these studies is within the so called extremely low frequency eld
(ELF) range (0 –1,000 Hertz), but further research done by CUA also showed that the whole
spectrum up to visible light, i.e. ELF, Radio frequency (RF) (1,000 Hertz –0,8 Ghertz) and ELF
Microwave, 0,8 Ghertz –1 Ghertz) cause the same effects
These ndings were later replicated by the CUA thousands of times on chicken embryos still
showing a doubling in the activity of ODC and a similar and possible linked increase in
abnormalities in the spinal cord (so called: spina bi da)
The results were scienti cally signi cant enough to convince the scientists at CUA, that regular
(constant) 60 Hz EMF elds used in the experiments were “bioeffective”. i.e., able to cause
biological effects in living cells
The answer to the question, whether EMF Fields could cause biological effects was therefore:
yes, the studies involved could only lead to that conclusion
Later in 1992 the US Army’s Walter Reed Institute stated to the U.S. Patent Authorities that the
scienti c work at the CUA was valid and would have lasting signi cance
Further documentation for EMF elds causing biological effects
Chromosomal damage in human blood cells. Maes et al., 1993, Nordenson et al., 1994 and
1996
Chromosomal damage (micronuclei) in human cells. Dr. George Carlo, 2000, Maes et al., 1993,
Garaj-Vhrovac et al., 1992
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Increased DNA strand breaks in animal and human cells. Dr. Lai et al., 1995, 1996, and 1997.
Philips et al. 1998
Changes in Gene expression in human cells. Professor Reba Goodman et al. 1995, 1997 and
1998. Tsurita et al., 1999. Harvey et al., 1999
Change in Cell differentiation in human blood cells. Trosko et al., 2000. Change in Melatonin
metabolism in electric utility workers. Burch et al., 1998
Change in cellular repair mechanism. DiCarlo et al., Lin et al., 1997. Professor Goodmann et al.,
1998. Tsurita et al., 1999
These studies, along with those mentioned above, provide compelling evidence that biological
effects can occur due to exposure to EMF elds
The physical ability of an EMF eld to establish biological effects (“bio-effects”) in living cells and
tissues is based on three different elements, the Energy, the Intensity and the Structure. If one
of these components actually can cause changes in the cellular system, the eld is considered
bio-effective
The fourth dimension, the length of the exposure or the accumulated exposure over tim
is decisive for whether the biological effects are bene cial, neutral or adverse to the biological
system. It is a matter of doses
Studies have shown, that short term or few times exposure (up to half an hour in a couple of
days) to EMF actually can stimulate the defense system of the cells and thereby constitute a
bene cial effect, a principle known from hospital magnetotherapy
On the other hand if the exposure is long term or repetitive (which is mostly the case in the use
of electric equipment and cellphones) this effect might change from bene cial via neutral to
adverse to the cellular system
Thus as the three components: energy, intensity and structure are the key to whether biological
effects occur or not, the time of the exposure is the decisive factor for whether the effects are
adverse or not
a) Energy: The element of the EMF eld, which can promote the biological effect via direct cell
damage
The power of EMF elds carrying high energy (number of photons higher than visible light) can
cause biological effects directly by breaking chemical bonds and damaging the cells, in which
case the eld is called ionizing
Below visible light the elds carry a lower number of photons and thereby do not contain power
enough to damage, in which case the elds are called non-ionizing; (Fields from electric
household and of ce appliances and Cell Phones are such non-ionizing elds)
b) Intensity: The element of the EMF eld, which can promote the biological effect via thermal
damage
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Most countries have set standards for the approved exposure of human beings to 2 watts/kg
SAR, signi cantly below the 10 watts heating threshold. China has recently lowered the
standard to 1 watt/kg SAR, which should bring the exposure out of the potential heating range
If the elds carry a low intensity below 10 watts/kg SAR and thereby not enough power to heat
tissues it is called: non-thermal
(Fields from electric household and of ce appliances and Cell Phones are all non-ionizing and
non-thermal)
c) Structure: The element of the EMF eld, which can promote all other biological effects than
direct damage by energy and damage by heating
EMF elds structured with a constant frequency, amplitude and waveform can cause biological
effects even if the SAR intensity is lower than 10watts/kg and even though the intensity is too
low to create any signi cant rise in temperature (probably only a millionth of a degree) in the
exposed tissue. These elds are considered non-thermal, and it is the structure of these elds,
which makes the eld biologically active, without any heating involved. (Fields from electric
household and of ce appliances and Cell Phones are non- ionizing, non-thermal and constant in
pattern)
According to the laws of physics and biology, the structure of the EMF elds (frequency,
amplitude and waveform) needs to be constant not only in time (intervals) but also in space
(covering the exposed cells across the entire surface) in order for the eld to act like a (digital
information) signal, able to communicate and interact with the cellular system
One of the important papers demonstrating that a non-ionizing, non-thermal and constant EMF
eld carrying low energy and low intensity still can create biological effects is: Professor Reba
Goodman et al. ”Electromagnetic eld exposure induces rapid, transitory heat shock factor
activation in human cells’, 1997
If the EMF eld structure has no regular pattern or signal it is considered noise and not bioeffective; only if the structure is patterned in a constant way is the eld able to trigger biological
effects in the cell
Thus the constant signal structure is the trigger of the non-thermal biological effects just as
energy is the trigger of direct cell damage and intensity is the trigger of the heating-related
effects on the cell
As demonstrated, the non-ionizing, non-thermal EMF eld carrying a constant signal is capable
in transmitting a message into the cellular system of animals and human beings
This signal is characterized as a warning message informing the cellular system about the EMF
exposure, just as if it was exposed to a real threat such as potential damage due to ionizing
radioactivity, x-ray, overheating, toxic chemicals, bacterial attacks etc
Despite the fact that the non-thermal EMF eld lacks the energy and intensity to harm the
cellular system directly, the response on the biological level to this false alarm is still triggered,

.
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EMF elds carrying a high intensity (number of waves) above 10 watts/kg SAR (Standard
Absorption rate) can heat up and ultimately damage the cell by directly raising its temperature.
This is the case inside a microwave oven dedicated to cooking tissues

Strong evidence for this sequence of events is provided by at least 50 studies showing that EMF
exposure triggers the sensors at the cell membrane level. These studies are addressed in a
1996 paper, published by professor W.R. Adey and titled: “A growing scienti c consensus on the
cell and molecular biology mediating interactions with environmental electromagnetic elds”
Furthermore research supporting the that EMF elds, by triggering the sensors in the cell
membrane, actually can cause the activation of messenger enzymes like Tyrosine Kinase, has
been published in different scienti c papers, where the most important ones are three studies
published by Loscher et al. in 1998, Harvey et al. in 1999, and Dibirdik et al in 1998
As demonstrated the responding sensors transmit the warning message through the messenger
enzymes in the cell to the nucleus, which hereafter in self-defense activates a variety of
biological effects in the cell metabolism, such as changes in the activities of the genes,
hormones, enzymes and proteins, all putting the cell in a stress mode designed to protect the
cell against interference from the environment
The leading studies con rming this are: Lin et al. 1995, 1997, Goodman et al. 1998 and Trosko
et al. 2000
This mechanism is natures emergency procedure and should be bene cial or protective, which
seems to be the case at shorter exposures. However, if the exposure is repetitive for a longer
accumulating period, generally being the case at EMF exposure, it can establish an almost
permanent red alert state, which can involve an exhaustion of the cellular repair system, a
condition that in the end can suppress the production of the some of the most important repair
enzymes and stress proteins and thereby down regulate their ability to function
This down regulation of the cellular repair system is a serious condition, as the cells continually
need to maintain ef cient repair of their different biomolecules (among them the DNA molecule)
constantly being bombarded and damaged (unfolded) by free radicals and other reactive
species
If the repair enzymes are stressed and thereby unable to repair (fold) the DNA molecules, the
ultimate repair tool, the stress proteins, should be activated making the enzymes functional
again
Yet, if the stress protein is exhausted too due to repetitive exposure to the EMF eld, this
process will not be activated and the molecules will remain un-repaired
In case of un-repaired DNA molecules, the dysfunctional molecule can either die or transform
itself into an abnormal molecule with damaged chromosomes, a so called: micronuclei, in both
cases constituting a possible health effects, such as Cancer, Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
diseases
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which undesirably can exhaust the cell’s defense system and makes it vulnerable to real
attacks. However, a condition for triggering the cell’s response is that the constancy of the EMF
eld is at least one second, as it takes that amount of time for the cellular system in humans and
animals to respond to the exposures. Where the constancy of the EMF eld exceeds one
second, the EMF signal is able triggers the sensors in the cell membranes, and thereby transmit
the warning message into the cellular system, triggering a cascade of events in the cellular
biological system

If the abnormalities appears in the brain, cancer is most likely to happen in the areas, where the
cells have the ability to multiply whereas the areas where the cells cannot reproduce
Alzheimer’s disease is a possible effect
Several studies among them two studies done by the Catholic University demonstrate this
down-regulation as a consequence of repeated EMF exposure: DiCarlo et al., Bioelectromagnetics circulation, 1999, “Myocardial protections conferred by electromagnetic elds”
and DiCarlo et al. Bioelectrochemistry, “Electromagnetic eld- induced protection of chick
embryos against hypoxia exhibits characteristics of temporal sensing”
As shown non-ionizing, non-thermal EMF Fields are not able to damage the cellular system
directly due to lack of suf cient energy or intensity, but the self created stress mode (down
regulation) creates the only risk involved in the exposure to these powerless EMF eld. It is the
response to the exposure inside the cell system itself, which causes the biological effects and
not the exposure as such
However, because of the reaction mechanism in the cellular system, no matter the length of the
exposure a certain constancy in the pattern of the eld is still needed before the exposure of the
sensors actually results in an effective message, detectable in a responsive form by the
nucleus
Studies suggesting a link between EMF exposure and health effect
It is a well-known fact that the EMF issue is still surrounded by controversy. Anyway a
substantial number of epidemiological studies and scienti c publications show a possible link
between EMF exposure and biological and health effects
More than fty epidemiological studies
Although the link between the recognized biological effects and the health effects is not
scienti cally proven yet, more than fty important epidemiological studies suggest that EMF
exposure is associated with an increased risk of diseases, most commonly Cancer, Alzheimer’s
and Parkinson’s disease
A considerable number of laboratory studies
Also a considerable number of signi cant laboratory studies from universities and laboratories
around the world show health effects due to EMF exposure
The most prominent is the Royal Adelaide Hospital study in Australia, funded by Telstra,
showing a doubling of tumors in EMF exposed mice and the paper published in 1966 by D.
Jacobson from George Washington University showing chromosomal damage among 34
exposed employees at the US Embassy in Moscow
Even research done by the Cell Phone Industry Association in US, found a link between EMF
exposure and cancer. Dr. George Carlo: “Cell Phones –invisible hazards in the wireless Age”
Controversy
However other studies, mostly sponsored by the cell phone industry (think tobacco!) show no
effects at all, so the discussion is still ongoing and it is not possible based upon the existing
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But since the majority of epidemiological and laboratory studies suggest a link between EMF
exposure and Health effects, the only prudent response to the issue is to be careful and take
whatever precaution is available to protect against the potential risk. Otherwise the explanation
of the phenomenon and the nal proof might be too late
Public Statements about Possible Biological and health Effect
Based upon the existing epidemiological and laboratory studies the following public statements
have been made to guide the users of electric equipment
The Vienna Resolution: In 1968, at a scienti c conference on biological and health effects of
EMF exposure from cellular phones at the University of Vienna, the following solution was
adopted: “The participants agreed that biological effects from low-intensity exposures are
scienti cally established.
Sweden’s National Board of Industrial and Technical Development: (Date?) “We will
proceed on the assumption that there is a connection between exposure to lower frequency
magnetic elds and cancer, in particular, childhood cancer.
European Parliament Resolution, 1992: “...according to an increasing number of
epidemiological and experimental studies, even slight exposure to non-ionizing electromagnetic
elds increases the risk of cancer...
U.S. National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS), 1997: The vast majority
of the members of the advisory panel voted for the following conclusion: “Extremely low
frequency electromagnetic elds should be regarded as possible carcinogens.
Wireless Technology Research (an independent group funded by the cell phone industry), Dr.
George Carlo, former chairman: “WTR has found links between cellular phone use and cancer.
Department of the Army, Walter Reed Institute of Research, Colonel Edward C. Elson, 1992
“As a major user of radio frequency and extremely low frequency energy in the eld, the Army is
closely following the epidemiological studies on health and the laboratory investigations,
especially that of The Catholic University of America group, as the evidence accumulates, the
Army will consider application of the Litovitz technique of ameliorating possible adverse effects
of electromagnetic energy. I and others monitoring the research are persuaded that the
phenomena described are valid and that the work will have lasting signi cance.
Conclusion
It is demonstrated in the majority of published scienti c studies, that non-thermal EMF elds in
the ELF, RF and microwave frequency area can cause biological effects, which can be, but not
necessarily are, harmful to the exposed human or animal cellular system. Some of the effects
are acknowledged promoters of cancer, Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s diseases
However it is not proven at this stage, that the rst step actually results in a disease further
down the line and it is still to be found whether the self-defense system ultimately manages to
stop the development before the changes in the cellular system trigger the disease
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epidemiological and laboratory studies alone to make a clear, unconditional statement about the
health issue at this point in time

For a prudent participant in this area, however, the fact that EMF Fields can cause fundamental
biological effects should lead to a consideration of whatever precautions are available and the
EMFSafeSwitch, which turns off these elds, is the only absolute solution to the EMF issue
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